
What is Boolean?

Boolean queries allow for dozens of monitored 
pages, different languages, and virtually unlimited 
keywords. This makes monitoring extremely precise. 

With Boolean you receive fewer results, but each of 
them is exactly what you’re looking for.

Mention monitors social media and the web using 
keywords. If you only want to monitor your company or 
brand, a simple alert could be enough. 

But what if you want to monitor dozens of languages, 
hundreds of pages, and thousands of hashtags?

You need Boolean queries.

Boolean queries
Precise monitoring with unlimited keywords



How does it work?
Boolean queries let you combine keywords using operators like 

AND, OR, and NOT. Whereas standard alerts can have up to 15 

keywords, Boolean alerts can contain up to 20,000 characters. 

Boolean queries can also contain special operators, not 

available for standard alerts.

All of these operators can be used at the same time, for small 

sections of an alert, or the whole thing.

This allows you to combine two or more words that are not 

always used side-by-side.

EXAMPLE

"McDonald’s" AND "sundae" will tell you any time these two 

words are used in the same mention, but not if only one of them 

is used. “Whenever I go to McDonald’s, I have to get a sundae.”

AND



This let’s you choose several keywords, where any one of them 

is an acceptable result. Results for these keywords will appear 

under the same alert.

This excludes specific words from an alert. For brands with 

common names, this can be very helpful.

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

"lions" OR "tigers" OR "bears" will alert you whenever any one 

of these keywords is used.

If we wanted to monitor the company Apple, "Apple" AND NOT 

("apples" OR "cider" OR "vinegar" OR "pie") will exclude all 

instances of “apples,” “apple cider,” “apple vinegar,” and “apple 

pie.”

OR

NOT



The Wildcard operators let you enter the root of a word to 

monitor its variants. You don't need to add every different 

version of a word.

There are two Wildcard operators: * will add multiple potential 

characters a"er the keyword. ? will only add one potential 

character.

EXAMPLE

"astro*" returns mentions including "astronomy," 

"astrophysics," but not "astral."

"201?" returns mentions including "2015," "2016," and so on. 

This tool catches mentions where several keywords are used 

close to one another. This is useful where someone doesn’t use 

your exact phrase, but is still talking about your product.

EXAMPLE

"Porsche 911"~6 will tell you any time the words “Porsche” and 

“911” are used within six words of one another. 

“The new 911 is my favorite Porsche in years!”

Proximity

Wildcard



This is similar to proximity, but works for phrases. Place NEAR/# 

between two phrases to receive mentions that contain both 

close together. You can also use brackets to monitor phrases 

containing different options.  

Suppose your company has its eye focused on specific markets. 

With boolean, you can restrict the search to your choice of 

countries.

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

"Graphic design" NEAR/5 "New York" will show you mentions 

containing both phrases within five words of each other.

"I'm looking for a great graphic designer somewhere in New 

York City."

The operator source_country: ("US" OR "GB") will only show 

you mentions coming from the United States or Great Britain.

Note: Some sources do not provide a source location (Instagram 

and Facebook, for example). To continue receiving mentions 

from these sources, include the code -has: source_country.

Near

Location



Want to know what people are saying about your products in 

over 40 languages at the same time? No problem!

With the “lang” operator 

you only receive mentions 

matching the specific 

languages chosen. 

EXAMPLE

lang: ("es" OR "en") will 

only retrieve mentions in 

Spanish or English.

Mention uses built-in influencer scores provided by influence 

experts. These give web and social media users a score out 100, 

to show you who’s worth reaching out to. 

With Boolean, you can choose to receive mentions only from 

major publications and social media VIPs.

EXAMPLE

influence: 65 will monitor only mentions with a minimum 

influence score of 65.

Language

Influence



Limit your monitoring to users with specific names. This could 

be the brand name of a competitor, their CEO, or a handful of 

high profile industry insiders.

There are two ways to do this. Source_name: will collect 

mentions when a specific social user uses your keywords. 

This works for Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.

Source_username: works the same way, but focuses on a 

specific social media username (handle).

EXAMPLE

("music" AND source_name: "Bruce Springsteen" AND NOT 

source_username: "@justinbieber")

Name



Some companies wish to monitor their keywords on specific 

websites. These could be major news sites, or user-driven 

spaces such as forums and blogs.

With the “URL” operator, only mentions coming from those 

specific sources will be retrieved. You can do this for as many 

sites as you like.

EXAMPLE

URL: "nasa.gov" will only 

display mentions coming from 

nasa.gov.

URL

Our media monitoring is so powerful, we’ll show you every time 

your keywords are used. This could be in blog comments, social 

media posts, anywhere. But what if you only want to know 

when your brand is the main feature in an article?

With the “title” operator, you’ll only receive news in which the 

industry keyword is the main focus of the article.

EXAMPLE

With title: "nasa" only 

mentions with the keyword 

“nasa” in the title will be 

considered.

Title



Note: This is not the same as the “URL” operator. 

The “monitored pages” tab lets you select specific web pages 

and monitor all content on them. You will receive every 

mention on this page, regardless of the keywords.

This is useful for sites like Yelp and Amazon, where users o!en 

leave reviews without using the product name.

Mention currently offers this option for Facebook Pages, Twitter 

profiles, Yelp, Booking, TripAdvisor, Amazon, Google Review, 

Custplace, Trustpilot. We are constantly adding to this list.

EXAMPLE

Monitoring the page (yelp.com/biz/mcdonalds-paris-22) will 

return all Yelp reviews for one McDonald’s in Paris, France.

Monitored pages



Mention App

All of this in one query
Boolean alerts can be as simple or as complex as you need them 

to be. You might be monitoring a single keyword across dozens 

of languages, or hundreds of keywords around the world. 

All of the features above can be used at the same time. This 

makes Boolean queries very precise, and highly flexible. 

Your only limit is your imagination.



Easy to use
Boolean queries sound complicated to create, but they’re 
really quite simple. You don’t need to know how to code, you 
just need to know the difference between AND, OR, & NOT. 

Plus, our app will tell you if you forgot something, so you 
can’t really go wrong.

Dedicated support
Rather someone else built your queries for you? No problem. 
Our customer success team is here to give everything you 
need to monitor the web effectively. 

They’ll help you create your account, create precise alerts, 
and make necessary adjustments along the way.

The Mention API
Want to use this data for your own website or app? The 
Mention API gives you the full power of Boolean queries, 
fully customized to your project.

https://mention.com/en/media-monitoring-api/
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